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I mrwDUGTion 
Ahout four years certain lar^ e power oompanles in 
Minnesota suspected that sonethlng was wrong on their lines 
Hr D. A. Dewell who was at that tine working for a IJaster's 
degree in Bleotrioal Engineering at Iowa State College went 
up there taking with him a Vfestlnghotise portable oscillograph. 
2ir. Pewell took a large number of oscillograms while on that 
trip and it was the sight of thoso pictures which is responsible 
for the title of this thesis The wave shape was for from 
sinusoidal. It was so far off that one oould not help but 
wonder how electrical equipment designed for use on a sine 
wave might function under suoh extreme oases of wavo distortion. 
!rhe Question arose as to the cause of suoh extreme dis* 
tortion. It was almost unbelievable that the voltage wave 
as produced by the alternator could possibly have been so 
badly distorted. The subject of non-sinusoidal waves of 
current and voltage on transmission lines appeared to be 
full of possibilitleB. 
A certain amount of experimental work had beon done 
when it occurred to the writer that a very Important phase 
of this subject was to prove either experimentally or 
mathematically, that a voltage wave whloh is only slightly 
distorted may under certain conditions develop into a very 
badly distorted wave. This proof the writer succeeded in 
obtaining. As the work progressed other possibilities 
presented themselves, some of which are considered to be 
of very great importance. 
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Due to the large amount of mathematical worJc involved 
it was thought best to reserve the first part of this thesis 
for a discussion of the problem, theory and results. All 
nathenatioal work will therefore be found in the appendix 
which in thoroughly indexed in order that all material appear-
infr in the body of the report may be found with the least 
possible effort. 
It has been gratifying and sometimes alarming to the 
writer to note the interest which has begun to bo manifested 
in the subject of non-sinusoidal wave shapes since the beginning 
of this research two years ago. The General Electric Company 
has placed a ' armonic generator on the market. This consists 
of five nachines direct connected with movable stators and is 
made eic'^ resoly for colleges and others interested in looming 
more about the effects of non-harmonic waves. Even power 
companies are beginning to realize the importance of the sub-
Joct, QG shown by the paper presented at the Kansas City div­
isional meeting of the American Institute of Electrical Eng-
ineoro in October 1931 entitled, "Effect of V/ave Perm on 
Operation of Induction Type Protective Relays." Here was a 
subject the v/riter had already considered and rojeotod because 
of the larjf^ o Bupply of equipment required. 
It is of interest to quote the April 1933 issue of 
Electrical Engineering on the subject of reactive power. 
"The quadrature component accompanying energy flow in induct­
ive and oapacitivo circuits has vagaries, which relatively 
speaking have b«en overlooked To Prof. Constantin D. Busila 
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of the Pdyteclinic School at Bucharest RouinaniQ, is ^ iven 
most of the credit for bringing the loose statue of flux 
energy to the fore." "In 1931 the only answer that coiild 
even partially "be n/rreed on was that: 
prevailing methods of raoaffuring reactive components are 
accoTitable as a practical expediency, although it is recognized 
that errors of measnrement are incurred under unbalanced and 
non-sinusoidal conditions, However, the relative unimportance, 
from the economic standpoint, of reactive power flow nn com-
rared with demand and energy elements of electricity costs 
tends to discount the value of an exhaustive imd abstract 
analysis of the inconsistencies of reactive concepts and the 
corresponding technique of measurement. In brief, American 
practise is content with the definition of reactive component 
as that quantity which is measured when the potential is shift­
ed to quadrature with its appropriate vector position for 
true power measurement." 
The foregoing statements have been quoted to show the 
"right about face" that has taJcen plnoe during the last two 
yearn and to partially Justify the title of this thesis. 
It is tho writer's belief that the contents will ma- e that 
justification complete. 
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II lOnCr BTSTANCS TRATTSHTSSIOrT LlimS 
A transmission Una is said to "be "olectrically long" 
if the oon-nonpnt of current due to capacity susccptonce or 
to the conductance of the line is a considom.l5le fraction 
of the rated current of the line. One line may be physically 
shorter but olectrically longer than another line. 
When an electric impulse is produced in a conductor, 
the impulse travels at approximately the speed of light, 
(for overhead linos; the velocity Is consider-^ bly less in 
cables) which has been determined to bo 3x10^ ® centiraeters 
per second. If the line is open circuited the impulse travels 
to the far end of the line and is reflected, retumln/j at 
the same speed. If at the moment of return another impulse 
is sent into the line it is added to the first impulse and 
travels out to the end of the line, is reflected and returns 
to be added to a third impulse and so on. In this way largo 
voltap:es and currents may be produced. Suppose a 60 cycle 
sine wave is applied to a transmission line whoso length is 
g 
776 miles. Since the rate of propogatlon is 2x10 meters 
por geoond it beoomes evident that one wave length will be 
5x10 meters or 3106 miles. The time of one complete cycle 
is the time required for light to trtivel four times the 
length of the line. Since the line has a length equal to 
one quarter wave length, the reflected wavo will arrive at 
the starting point at exactly the instant when another wave 
Is starting out. The restilt la very similar to the resonant 
condition of an ordinary series circuit, the only condition 
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Uniting the flow of current being the resistance of the line. 
This condition will hereafter be referred to as the condition 
of quarter resononoo. Sinoo the wave length corrosponding to 
a frequency of 60 cycles per second is 3106 niles, one quarter 
wavo length would be 776 miles. Ho power line has ever been 
built which will anywhere nearly approach this length. Hence 
it wotild appear that tho condition of quarter wavo length 
resonance is one which would not nocd oonoidoration. If all 
voltage waves wore ptirely sinusoidal there would be no cause 
for worry. 
However, suppose oao of tho highor harmonica to be T»reacnt 
in the volta^ je wave of the alternator. Quarter wavo resonance 
will nor develop (for tho harmonic) on a 253 nilc lino In the 
ease of a 3rd haimonic, and on a 155 mile lino in the case of 
a 5th. A 7th harmonic requires a line only 109 miles in length 
to produco quarter wavo resonance while an 11th will produce 
tho resonanco condition an a line v/hich is only about 70 mllee 
In length. It is therefore evident that if some of tho higher 
harmonica are present a lino as short as seventy aileo nay be 
eleotrioally Ion/;, The problem now dovolo-ps—hov/ serious is 
this matter of quarter wave resonance? Does tho shape of tho 
volta/^ o wave of tho generator have nny particular Influence on 
the operation of the lin> and tho equipment connected to it? 
How lar/^ B a harmonic in per cent of the fundamental can be used 
without neriously affooling the eoonomiofil operation ofthe line? 
The?^ e are some of the luestions which must be ansv/ered. 
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III 7HB J3STSRUINATI0K OF OPKRATIUO CONfilTlOffS OH A 260 
UILB TRMSUISSION LINS 
1. Oeneral liethods. 
In solTing any tranemisaion line problem we hare to 
deal with the oonatanta of the line, indaotanoe, reaiatanoe, 
oondaotanoe and aaaoeptanoe. In the abort linea the oapaolty 
of the oiroait may uaaally be negleoted. The leakage ourrent 
me(y be negleoted in praotioally all power tranamiaBion line 
problema. In saoh oaaea the problem beoomea very simple and 
is merely a matter of adding the Imnedanoe drop at the proper 
angle to the load voltage to obtain the generator voltage. Aa 
the lines beoome longer the distributed oapaolty of the olroult 
mey no linger be negleoted. we have at our dlaposal various 
approximate methods of handling thla type of problem. All of 
these make use of the same artlfloe, namely that of oonalder* 
Ing the oapaolty, whioh in reality la distributed, as being 
oonoentrated at oertain parte of the line. These approximate 
methods are suffioiently aoourate for praotioal use providing 
the lines are not too long, the oapaolty not too great, or the 
frequenoy too high. 
For the solution of problems involving long lines 
(sine wave applied) the hyperbolio method gives vary aoourate re-
salts and the work oonneoted wlt)i it is not nuoh greater than 
that of using the TT method, the nominal T or the Stelnmets 
approximation. Even the hyperbolio method as ordinarily 
used is not aoourate on oironits where the higher harmonlos are 
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preaei^ t* Sinoe the parameters of the oiroalt are constant 
for the steady state oondition, the usual hyperbolio method 
oan be modified to gire aoonrato results by the superposition 
of separate solutions for the various frequenoies* 
Although it would not be impossible to develop a set 
of general equations to represent the oase of a long line on 
whioh harmonios exist, the equations themselves would be of little 
value. It would be impossible to look at the equations imd 
get any idea of how the line would behave« It was thought that 
the greatest praotioal benefit would result if it ooald be 
shown that a wave containing moderate harmonics might bccome 
very badly distorted on a line similar to some whioh are at 
present in existenoe* A £60 mile, 60 oyole, ££0,000 volt, 
76,000 1C«W«, three phase transmission line was ohosen vory 
similar to a line in Southern California* The siae of wire, 
spacing of oonductors etc*, were ohosen aooording to present 
standards of good practise. Values of the oarameters wero 
taken from tables. 
£• Sine vvave Applied. 
All calculations wore first made for a voltage wave 
which was purely sinusoidal. (See Appendix for these calculations) 
The results were grouped together in Table I. 
3* Non-harmonic (Vave Applied. 
The question then arose"—how would thie same lino 
with the same load (R and L samo as boforo) respond to a 
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voltage which has the sane effective value as it leaves the 
generator, but which contains various harmonics, The oaleol­
ations were carried throng for a wave containing the odd har­
monics from the third to the eleventh inclusive. The third 
harmonic content of this wave was seven per cent of the funda­
mental. The exact equation of tho wave as used appears 
under heading (5) in tho Appendix. The load current was 
kept tho same as "before, The results of these calculations 
have been tabulated in Tables II and III. 
Table III was calculated for a non-harraonlc wave. 
The full load calculation was made first. Since tho generator 
voltage was 138,700 volts in the cise of a sine wave at full 
load the non-harmonic wave was so chosen as to give a 
generator voltage of 138,700 volts at full load. The equa­
tion of this wave will be found in the Appendix Part 5, 
The generator current calculation will bo found in Part 10 
of the Appendix. The effective value of tho lood voltage was 
calculated in Part 8 of the Appendix, The load current 
of 198 amperes was chosen at this value because that as 
full load for the sine wave. In other words the full 
load was 198 amperes and the generator voltage had to 
bo 138,700 volts. The magnitude of the harmonics was so 
chosen that this condition existed. The K.V.A, at the 
load was calculated in aocordonce with the A.I.E.E. definition 
of apparent power and is simply the product of the r.m.s, 
values of current and voltage at the load. The power factor 
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at the load wos also oalcalated in aooordanoa with tho A«Z«5«S« 
definition. 
In making tho no load oaloalation the saine prooed-
nre was followed with a slight modifioation. From Table I 
for the sine wave it was foand thiit the voltage at the gen­
erator was 111,000 Tolts at no load. The peroentage of 
the harmonies was rednoed ontil the effeotive ralae beoame 
111,000 Tolts. The ourrent oaloulation was made in Fart 11 
of the Appendix* The load Toltage was found by substituting 
in the Toltage equation in Part 11 and finding the effeotive 
Talue of all the load voltoges and taking the square root 
of the sum of their squares* 
4* Results and Disoussion. 
It should be noted that under full load oonditions 
the 3rd harmonio of e*m*f* at the load end of the line is S9^  
of the ftindamentol. At this tiine it is well to remember that 
the 2rd hormonio of e*m*f* at the generator was only 
seren per oent of the fundamental* when the load is removed 
the third harmonio of e*m*f* beoomes about of the fundamental* 
Obviously, when oonditions suoh as these oon exist it is im­
portant to know how various kinds of apparatus, motors. 
power faotor meters, relays, eto*, will funotion on waves 
whioh are not sinusoidal. 
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TABLE I 
Operating OharaoteristioB of a 260 Mile Transmission Line* Sine 
Constant Load Voltage. Bq" 127*020 TOlts (line to nentral) 
lo ®gen g^en ®gen g^en 
iC.T.A.g^ Q 
per phase 
Unity Power Factor at Load 
0 111,000 42.930 -1.6+4164 111,000 164 18,200 
40 H2,330 + J10,360 i3.4 +4164.9 112,600 168.3 18,930 
80 113,660 +J17, 470 68.4 + 4165.8 115,000 179 20,600 
120 115,000 + 424,920 103.4 +4166.7 117,600 196.4 23,100 
160 116,330 f J32,230 138.4 ••-4167.6 120,800 217.5 26,200 
197 117,660 +438,930 170.4 -1-4168.5 123,800 239 29,600 
Power Paotor at Load--.85 Lagging 
0 111,000+42,930 -1,6 +4164 111,000 164 18,200 
40 116,000+ 48,450 28.6 +4146.4 116,200 149 27,300 
80 121,000 +413,970 58.7 t-4128.8 121,500 141.5 17,200 
120 126,000+ 419.490 89.1 + 4111 127,300 142 18,100 
160 131,000+ 425,010 119.4 +493.5 133,700 151.6 20,230 
197 135,600 +430,130 147.4 + 477.5 133,700 166.5 23,100 
Band I with reforenoe to 
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lEABLB I 
itjLoB of a 260 Mile Transmission line. Sins Ware Applied. 
I. Bq" 127,020 Tolts (line to neutral) 
^gen %en ^gen 
lC.T«A«g0|j 
per phase 
K.W.gen 
per phase 
E*W*2oad 
per phase 
Unity fower ?aotor at Load 
-1.6 4-jl64 
33.4 4-4164.9 
68.4 ^ n66.8 
103.4 t-jl66.7 
138.4 -1-1167.6 
170.4 -1-1168.5 
111,000 
112,600 
115,000 
117,600 
120,800 
123,800 
164 
168.3 
179 
196.4 
217.6 
239 
18,200 
18,930 
20,600 
23,100 
26,200 
29,600 
303.5 
5460 
10,670 
16,060 
21,540 
26,560 
0 
6100 
10,170 
15,260 
20,350 
25,000 
0 
93.5 
95.2 
95 
94.6 
94.3 
.016( 
.288 
.518 
.695 
.822 
.898 
Power Faotor at Load-*85 Lagging 
-1.6 4-1164 111.000 164 18,200 303.5 0 0 «016( 
28.6 4-1146.4 116,200 149 17,300 4,560 4,330 95.2 .26 
58.7 1128.9 121,500 141.5 17,200 8,900 8,650 97.3 .517 
89.1 +1111 127,300 142 18,100 13,390 13,000 97 .74 
119.4 4-193.5 133, 700 151.6 20,230 17,990 17,300 96.2 .887 
147.4 4-177.3 138,700 166.5 23,100 ii2,200 21,300 95.9 .96 
I to Bo 
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TABLS II 
This table giraa the effeotlve Talaes of the harmcnioa of cur­
rent and voltage and their phase relatione* It also gives tto 
power oontribnted by eaoh of the harmcnioa* The table is based 
on a non-harmonio generator voltage of 128,700 volts, (effeotive 
value) and a load whose reaistanoe and induotanoe is the same as 
used in the ease of a sine wave to give *86 power faotor. The 
effeotive value of the load ourront Is 198 amperes* 
Harmonio B I gen gen gen^  
1 138,000 i-30 159.1800 •I-J42.53 81,970.00 
3 lU,600-f JO 65.8400 -1-^ 62.88 698.00 
5 660 + jO 1.1830 -J16.36 6.35 
7 4,240^  jO 1*0965-^ 07*08 4.66 
9 2,120 4-;J0 -11.0000 -J3B.67 -2.^ .30 
11 496 4-jO -.0060 -hjoi.se -B.97 
Total power at generator aj22,65S X* W* 
£aoh harinonio of oorrent lu exprnaoad wi oh reapeot to its oTrn 
harmonio of voltcge* Those data are used for Table III* see 
Appendix Part 10 for nuthematioul work ooiuieoted \7ith the 
determination of this tabDe* 
I'ABLS III 
This tabid gives the eaxae qaaatitios given In Table I for the oama transmiseion line, 
•zoept that the original voltage wave ia not sinusoidal but has the eqaation given in 
Part 5 of the Appendix. The voltagos and oajrrents given in this table are effective 
values. 
g^en g^on K gen g^en 
JC.7.A. 
load 
K»W'load 
per phase 
•^^ •gen 
per phs 
5^  Eff. P.P. 
load 
P.?. 
gen 
202 111,000 140,000 0 0 0 634 0 •0283 
192.5 138,700 122,600 198 2&,250 21,602 22,662 94.9 .82 • 848 
Tor disoussion of this table see page 
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TABLK IV 
'Thle taljlQ glvo3 tho vnluo of oaoh of tho hntrnnnlaa r-nd th<9 ro-
ouTtont voltage for cach ten dcgroes olong tho fandiimontal 30*3l0. 
This ie for tho roltago traro aa it learos the generator. 
© 
•l «3 ®5 ®7 ®9 ®11 •r 
0 0 -4,460 -2,742 -1,044 1,726 297 -6,22? 
10 34,000 3,330 -7,630 -6,200 -2,460 -697 21,443 
20 67,000 10,230 -6,930 4,620 -1,726 181 73,376 
30 97,600 14,370 -1,394 -2,060 2,460 676 111,451 
40 126,700 14,650 6,160 -6,000 1,726 -676 140,661 
60 149,800 11,020 8,000 -2,060 -2,460 -181 164,119 
60 169,000 4,440 6,160 4,620 -1,726 697 182,191 
70 18^ ,600 -3,330 -1,394 6,200 2,460 -297 186,239 
80 192,600 -10,230 -6,930 -1,044 1,726 -497 176,626 
90 195,000 -14,370 -7,630 -6,900 —2,460 636 166,376 
100 192,600 -14,660 -2,740 -3,000 -1,726 61 170,425 
110 182,600 -11,020 4,000 3,870 2,460 -637 182,273 
120 169,000 -4,440 7,900 6,630 1,726 403 180,219 
130 149,800 3,330 6,130 0 -2,460 63Y 167,437 
140 126,700 10,230 0 -6,630 -1,726 -678 127,896 
160 97,600 14,370 -6,130 -3,870 2,460 61 104,391 
160 67,000 14,900 -7,900 3,000 1,726 297 79,023 
170 34,000 11,020 -4,000 6,930 -2,460 -496 43,996 
180 0 4,460 2,740 1,044 -1,726 -297 6,221 
190 -34,000 -3,333 7,630 -6,200 2,460 697 -31,843 
200 -67,000 -10,230 6,930 -4,600 1,726 -181 -73,336 
210 -97,600 -14,370 1,394 2,060 -2,460 -676 -111,461 
S^ee equation nndar Heading No.5 in the appendix. 
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lABLS lY continued 
820 -126,700 -14,660 -6,160 6,000 -1,726 676 -140,601 
230 -149,800 -11,020 -8,000 2,060 2,460 181 -164,119 
840 -169,000 -4,440 -6,160 -4,620 1,726 -697 -182,191 
250 -133,000 3, 330 1,39'i -5,200 -2,460 297 -100,239 
200 -192,600 10,830 6,930 1,044 -1,726 497 -176,525 
270 -196,000 14,370 7,630 6,900 2,460 -635 -166,376 
230 -192,500 14,650 2,740 3,000 1,726 -61 -170,425 
290 -183,600 11,020 -4,000 -3,870 -2,460 637 -182,273 
300 -169,000 4,440 -7,900 -5,630 -1,720 -402 -180,019 
310 -1'19,000 -3,330 -G,130 0 2,460 -637 -157,437 
320 -126,700 -10,230 0 5,630 3,726 678 -127,896 
330 -97,500 -14,370 6,130 3,870 -2,460 —61 -104,391 
340 -67,000 -14,900 7,900 -3,000 -1,720 -297 -79,0«'J3 
350 -:J4,000 -11,020 4,000 -6,930 2,460 495 -43,995 
360 0 -4,460 -2,740 -1,044 1,720 297 -6,221 
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T.IBLB 7 
for plotting roltage wave at the load under open oiroult 
oondltions. 
•l «3 «5 ®7 ®9 •!! ®p 
0 -5,870 0 3,750 1,260 -15,930 401 -16,389 
10 33,100 -51,700 9,600 -5,630 11,900 -1,068 -3,898 
20 71,000 -89,800 8,460 -6,120 16,930 332 792 
30 107,000 -103,400 1,390 2,140 -11,900 846 -3,926 
40 140,000 -89,800 -6,700 6,663 -15,930 -910 33,223 
50 167,000 -61,700 -9,940 2,360 11,900 -223 119,597 
00 191,000 0 -6,130 -4,970 16,930 149 196,979 
70 208,500 51,700 2,080 -5,700 -11,900 -603 244,177 
80 219,000 89,800 8,800 1,032 -15,930 -718 318,632 
90 £23,500 103,400 9.260 6,480 11,900 993 355,533 
100 221,000 89,800 3,080 3,410 15,900 37 333,267 
110 213,000 51,700 -6,270 -4,140 -11,900 -1,020 242,370 
120 196,600 0 -9,800 -6,230 -16,930 730 165,270 
13U 176,000 -51,700 -7,420 -116 11,900 567 128,232 
140 148,000 -89,800 348 -6,160 15,930 -1,045 79,683 
150 117,300 -103,400 7,880 4,330 -11,900 149 14,359 
160 82,000 -89,800 9,760 -3,200 -15,930 946 -16,226 
170 44,600 -61,700 4,680 -6,480 11,900 -795 2,205 
180 6,870 0 -3,760 -1,260 15,930 -401 16,389 
190 -33,100 61,700 -9,600 6,630 -11,900 1,068 3,896 
200 -71,100 89,800 -8,450 5,120 -16,930 -332 -792 
210 -107,000 103,400 -1,380 -2,140 11,900 -645 3,935 
'^ bee equation under Heading No.7 in the appendix. 
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TABLE 7 Coniiinneil 
220 
1 
-140,000 
3 
89,800 
6 
6,660 
7 
-6,663 
9 
16,930 
11 
910 
r 
-33,273 
230 -167,200 61,700 9,946 -2,360 -11,900 223 -119,592 
240 -191,000 0 6,120 4,970 -16,930 -149 -195,989 
260 -208,600 -61,700 -2,070 6,700 11,900 603 -244,167 
260 -219,000 -89,800 -8,770 -1,032 16,930 718 -318,602 
270 -223,600 -103,400 -9,230 -6,480 -11,900 -993 -365,603 
280 -221,000 -89,800 -3,080 -3,410 -16,930 -37 -333,267 
290 -213,000 -61,700 6,270 4,140 11,900 1,020 -242,370 
300 -196,600 0 9,880 6,230 16,930 -730 -166,270 
310 -176,000 61,700 7,420 116 -11,900 -667 -128,232 
320 -148,000 89,800 -348 -6,160 -16,930 1,045 -79,683 
330 -117,300 103,400 -7,880 -4,440 11,900 -149 -14,369 
340 -82,000 89,800 -9,760 3,200 16,930 -945 16,226 
360 -44,600 61,700 -4,680 6,480 -11,900 796 2,206 
360 -6,870 0 3,760 1,260 -l;;,930 401 -16,389 
£1 
TABLE yi 
*Thi8 table gives the Talao of eaoh of the harmonlos and the 
reanltant current for eaoh ten degrees along the ftindamental 
Boale* 1^8 is the current ware at the load. 
e 
S 6^ S 1^1 
i 
r 
0 -19S.6 -36.6 -4.66 2.84 -4.60 .246 -236.62 
10 •166.6 -46.8 .46 .83 -4.36 .026 -204.34 
so -110.7 -42.7 6.26 -2.28 4.60 -.229 -146.05 
30 - 68»2 -28.1 6.28 -2.38 4.37 .200 - 87.83 
40 - 80.7 - 6.9 2.84 .66 -4.60 .104 - 27.69 
fiO 27.4 17.9 -2. 65 2.83 -4.37 -.263 40.86 
60 74.6 36.6 -6.23 1.29 4.60 .068 110.93 
70 119.6 46.8 -5.37 -1.96 4.37 .206 162.66 
80 161.0 42.7 - .66 - .66 -4.60 -.210 197.68 
90 198.0 28.1 4.62 .16 -4.37 -.063 226.34 
100 228.0 6.9 6.47 2.72 4.60 .026 247.69 
110 261.3 -17.9 3.80 1.71 4.37 -.110 243.17 
120 269.0 -36.6 -1.67 -1.66 -4.60 -.178 224.49 
130 276.0 -46.8 -6.83 -2.77 -4.37 .231 217.46 
140 274.0 -42.7 -6.yi - .34 4.60 .019 229.70 
160 266.0 -28.1 -1.78 2.64 4.37 -.2^ 9 242.90 
160 249.0 - 6.9 3.63 2.08 -4.60 .148 244.38 
170 221.6 17.9 6.46 -1.12 -4.37 .142 240.60 
180 192.8 36.6 4.66 -2.U4 4.60 -.246 236.67 
190 166.4 46.8 - .46 - .83 4.37 .026 206.47 
200 116.0 42.7 -6.26 2.28 -4.60 .026 206.47 
*200 equation under Hending No.9 in the appendix. 
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TABLE VI Contlnaad 
210 68.3 28.1 -6.27 2.38 -4.37 -.200 87.94 
280 20.7 5.9 -3.23 - .66 4.60 -.104 27.20 
230 -27.8 -17.9 2.65 -2.83 4.37 • 853 - 40.86 
240 - 74.7 -36.6 6.23 -1.29 -4.60 -.068 -111.03 
250 -119.5 -45.8 5.37 1.94 -4.37 -.206 -162.56 
260 -161.0 -42.7 . 66 .65 4.60 .210 -197.58 
270 -198.0 -28.1 ••4.52 - .15 4.37 .063 -226.34 
280 -228.0 - 5.9 -6.47 -2*72 -4* 60 -.025 -247.70 
290 -251.3 17.9 -3.80 -1.71 -4.37 .110 -843.17 
300 -869.0 36.6 1.58 1.55 4.60 .178 -224.49 
310 -276.0 45.8 5.83 2.77 4.37 -.2^ 1 -217.00 
320 -274.0 42,7 5.91 .34 -4.60 -.019 -2}]9.67 
330 -266.0 26.1 1.78 -2.54 -4.37 .229 -242.80 
340 ••249*0 5.9 -3.63 -8*08 4*60 -.148 -244.38 
350 -281.5 -17.9 -6.45 M
 
.
 
to
 
4.37 -.143 -840.50 
360 -192.8 -36.6 -4.06 2.84 -4.60 • 246 -235.57 
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TABLE 711 
*Thi8 table giraa the ralae of eaoh of the harmonioa of voltage 
and the resultant, at the rooeiving end of line under fall load. 
6 
•3 ®7 •9 1^ *r 
0 -38,000 -47,700 5,030 1,206 -15,870 370 -96,394 
10 -7,150 -30,600 11,150 -6,020 11,660 -960 -11,910 
BO 84,000 -5,370 9,300 -5,330 15,950 282 38,812 
30 54,300 21,300 497 2,300 -11,660 760 67,586 
40 83,000 42,300 -8,300 6,950 -15,800 -802 107,248 
50 109,000 52,000 -11,440 2,380 11,650 -211 163, 379 
60 132,000 47,700 -6,430 -5,330 15,900 945 184,785 
70 161,000 30,600 3,170 -6,020 -11,650 -435 166,665 
80 165,000 5,370 10,520 1,206 -15,900 -648 165,548 
90 174,500 -21,300 10,320 6,650 11,650 875 182,896 
100 178,600 -42,300 2,780 3,476 15,900 43 158,398 
110 176,600 -52,000 -6,750 -4,470 -11,650 910 102,640 
120 170,000 -47,700 -11,480 -6,520 -15,900 676 88,976 
120 158,000 -30,600 -7,950 0 11,650 606 131,606 
140 141,000 -6,370 1,202 6,520 15,900 -930 158,322 
160 120,200 21,300 9,550 4,470 -11,650 116 143,986 
160 95,200 42,300 ll,02r -3,475 -15,900 647 129,992 
170 67,800 52,000 4,770 -6,850 11,660 -700 128,390 
180 38,100 47,700 -5,030 -1,206 15,900 -370 95,094 
190 7,150 30,600 -11,140 6,020 -11,660 960 95,580 
200 -24,000 5,370 -9,330 5,330 -15,900 -282 -38,812 
'*'Soe voltoge equation under Iloadlng Ho*9 in tho appendix. 
£4 
TABLE 711 Continued 
210 
1 
-54,300 
3 
-21,300 
6 
-496 
7 
-2,380 
9 
11,650 
11 
-760 
r 
67,686 
220 - 83,000 -42,300 8,300 -6,950 16,900 802 107,248 
220 -109,000 -62,000 11,440 -2,380 -11,660 211 163,379 
240 -132,000 -47,700 6,430 6,330 -16,900 -946 184,785 
260 -161,000 -30,600 -3,170 6,020 11,650 435 166,666 
260 -166,000 -6,370 -10,520 -1,206 16,900 648 165,548 
270 -174,500 21,300 -10,320 -6,850 -11,660 -875 182,896 
280 -178,500 42,300 -2,780 -3,476 -lb,900 -43 158,398 
290 -176,600 62,000 6,750 4,470 11,650 -910 102,640 
300 -170,000 47,700 11,480 6,520 16,900 -676 88,976 
310 -158,000 30,600 7,950 0 -11,660 -606 131,606 
320 -141,000 6,370 -1,202 -6,520 -16,900 930 168,322 
3^0 -120,200 -21,300 -9,560 -4,470 11,650 -116 143,986 
340 -96,200 -42,300 -11,020 3,476 15,900 -847 129,992 
360 -67,800 -62,000 -4,770 6,830 -11,650 700 128,390 
360 -38,100 -47,700 6,030 1,206 -16,900 370 95,094 
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IV THE DBTERMIHATIOH OF POWER FACTOR 
In oonaidtring the general problem of hamonios on 
tranBDlfision linee it ooonrred to the writer that the methods 
being need to measure power faotor would probably be in error* 
The anonnt of the error would of oourse depend upon the method 
used. Letters were therefore written to a number of power 
oompanies asking idiat method they use to determine power 
faotor for large users of power and further, what penalties 
their power oontraots oarried for low power factors• If it 
oould be shown that there is a small error in the power faotor 
measurement it might mean that the power oompanies were getting 
less returns than they were lawfully entitled to* A surrey 
of the letters indioated that all of the oompanies writton to 
were using a reaotiTe £«7«A*B* meter and a meter to de­
termine the power faotor* In the words of the superintendent 
of the meter department of one oompany: 
"In all oases where power faotor is measured, exoept for 
speoial tests, it is done by use of a K«W*n* meter and a H*]C«V*A*H« 
meter using an auto-transformer to shift the R*K*7*A«H« 
meter potential to the ninety degree position. The average 
power faotor is then figured from the reading of the two 
meters at the beginning end end of the billing period. The 
quotient of the differenoe of the meter readings gives the 
tangent of the power faotor angle and from tho tangent, the 
oosine is derived 
At this time it may be well to quote the A«I.E*E* 
definition of power faotor. It is as follows: 
"The power faotor is the ratio of the power to the apparent 
power." Quoting again: "The apparent power or yolt-amperes 
in an alternating ourrent oirouit is the produot of the 
r«m«s« value of the voltage aoross the oirouit by the r*m«B* 
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valne of the current in the circuit. Apparent power is 
also expressed in kilovolt-amperes, ahhreviated kva," 
It therefore appears that the true power factor (according 
to definition) is obtained "by dividing power "by apparent 
power. It is obvious that when dealing with sine waves the 
method outlined above, of dividing the R.IC.V.A.H. meter 
reading by the IC.W.H. meter reading to obtain the tangent of 
the power factor angle gives the true power factor. However, 
this does not hold true for non-sinusoidal waves. See 
Appendix for cnlculation of power, apparent power, power 
factor, and reactive factor for current an^ l voltage waves 
which ore non-sinusoidal. 
It should be noted that the ^ ower factor as found 
by the two methods, for the 2S0 mile line considered, 
differs by 7 per cent. It should also bo noted that all 
conponents of power and reactive power in this case were 
positive. This is not always the case and would not be the 
case any tine when there are harmonics of voltage and current 
which are displaced from one another by more than ninety 
degrees. 
It will now be of interest to investigate upon an 
economic basis, the possible effect of a error in 
determining the power factor, Quotin/^  a contract used by 
a large power company: 
"Consumer agrees that the following changes in the energy 
portion of the rate specified in this section herein shall 
be effective for variations in the average power factor 
during any month of this agreement;— 
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If tho power factor is 
lOOfS to 95^  3^  rate decrease 
945S to 85?S 2^  TI tt 
84yS to 8(^  055 tt n 
79JJ to 7556 2J5 n increase 
74jS to 70^  3^  tt tt 
69?^  to 65^  49s ft n 
64?S to 6(^  6^  n tt 
59^  to 50^  85S n tt 
If at any tine the power factor at tho points of delivery 
shall "booome leso than 50^  the Power Conpany may at its 
option auapond doliverj.' of cnorcy horcundor until power 
factor has boon inoroasod above 50 per cent," 
She followin/? io a qnotation from this oane company'n letter 
aonooming tho clanso .Itist given: 
"Tho ahove clanao io in offoot with a customer uoin;: 2,000,000 
to 2,500,000 K.VMI. por month at maximum load of 6,000 to 
7.000 K.\7." 
In order to /ret an idea of tho ponalty infliotcd 
upon tho ountoaer of paying on tho basis of ,75 powor factor 
inatoad of ,82 we will quoto ratoa from another lar^ jo 
electric company entitled, 
"tfiillaited Servico ^ iholosalo Prinaiv Ivncrgy Rate." 
Rata; 
Demand Chai'ffo: 
$250,00 per month for tho flrat 100 IC.i/. of rjoximum demand. 
$2.00 per kilowatt per month for the next 300 IC.W. of 
maximum demand. 
$1.25 por kilowatt per month for all demand in excess of 400 K.V/. 
Snerary Charj?;e; 
1.1 per K.W.H. for first 100 hours use of Customer's 
maximum demand. 
1.0 per K.W.H. for the next 100 hours uso of the Customer's 
maximtun demand. 
0,9 9? per IC.V/.H. for the next 100 hours use of Customer's 
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fflBjcioniB demand. 
0*8 i per for the next 100 hoars nee of the oastomer's 
nwxlTOia demand. ** 
Making the oaloalation for a onstomer nsing 
£,600,000 K«W*B» per month we find the monthly bill to be 
f33,300*00 or $399,600*00 per year. If the power factor had 
been reoorded *88 there would be no rate inorease or deorease* 
Bowerer, sinoe the power faotor is *76 the rate is inoreaeed 
£ per oent. In other words the onstomer is paying about 
|8000*00 per year (the interest at 4^  on a $£00,000*00 bond) 
penalty for a power faotor whioh aooordinK to meter readings 
is low but aooordinA to definition is high enough to require 
no rate inorease. 
present design of lines would oall for muoh larger 
oonduotors than would ordinarily be used due to the extremely 
low oost of oopper at this time* Uenoe low 1^  lossos will 
be attained, but if harmonios are present and quarter wave 
resonance ooours the currents and voltages will be just that 
muoh greater and might be dangerously high. 
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7 HETEIi EXPERBESHTS 
The writer was interested in the acouracy of mitt-
hotir ana reactive-lcilovolt-anpere-hotjr meters on non-oimiBoidal 
waves chiefly from the view point of power factor as deter­
mined from these meter readings. In looking through the lit­
erature it was found that two Englishmen made a test on 
some sin^ l^c phare watt-hour me tern about fifteen years a^ jo. 
However, their data were of no value in the present research 
for two reasons; first, bccause present day metern may have 
been improved and second because one cannot be absolutely 
certain that three phase meters will act li'ke sin^ l^e phase 
meters without trying them out experimentally. The ciuostion 
of phase sequence did not enter into the subject when 
dealing with single phase. 
In order to malce such a study it was necessary to 
have two or more alternators direct connected. Two Westing-
house alternators wore geared together for this purpose, the 
gear ratio being three to one. These wore 220 volt, 60 cycle, 
1200 r.p.B, three phase machines with connections brought 
out making it possible to connect their windings in a number 
of ways. Therne two alternators were driven by a synchronous 
motor the pulley ratio being suoh that they run at 500 and 
1500 r.p.m. IMder these conditions the frequency obtained 
was 25 and 75 cycles per second. The machine running at 
1500 r.p.m. had its windings connected in parallel wye, as 
shown in the diagrams on page forty-five. The machine 
7.Z 
running at 600 r»p*ic« had Its windings oonneoted in aeries 
as shown in the diagrcms. In this manner it v*"?® posnible to 
operate either generator at any voltage from aero to 116 volts. 
This made it possi'ble to obtain any desired phase relation be* 
tween harmonio and fundamental* One of the maohines hnd a 
handwheel for this purpose but unfortunately this maohine had 
to be used for the third harmonio generator and the handwheel 
gave a shift of only about thirty degrees on the fundamental 
soale. This however, was no serious matter since it was a 
simple matter to loosen one maohine, lift it with the orane 
and tliereby ohange the position of the gear teeth* 
The Sangamo Eleotrio Company of Springfield Illinois 
very kindly agreed to send 26 oyole polyphase meters of their 
latest design for these tests* The tests were performed first 
on a watt-hour meter and then on a K.K*V«A«B* meter* 
!• Kilowatt-hour Meters. 
The watt-hour meter was first calibrated on a sine 
wave produced by a sine wave alternator* The accuracy was as 
shown on page forty four* It is of course impossible to use 
a rotating standard in a test of this kind because there is 
every reason to believe that the standard would be subject to 
the sume inaccuracies upon non-harmonic waves* A new 
Weston polyphase wattmeter was therefore used for this purpose. 
This meter contains no iron in its magnetic circuit und is 
guaranteed acourate on frequencies up to one thousand oycles 
per second* It should be noted that the error at or near 
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ftill load was a small fraction of one -nesr cent on the sine 
wave. 
The meter was then snhjeoted to non-slntisoldal waves 
with the reonlts shown In the oiirves on page forty-four. 
2. Reaotlve-Kllovolt-Ampere-Honr Hetera. 
A R.K.Y.A.H. meter for polyphase measurements consists 
of a K.W.H. meter and a phasing transformer, the latter for 
the purpose of displacing the voltage applied to the potential 
coils of the meter hy ninety degrees from the line voltage. 
Connection diagrams and a vector diagram will he fotmd on 
page forty-seven. 
Inferring now to the vector diagram, it will he seen 
that for Tinity power factor and give a positive 
torane while ^ nQn give an eg-aal negative torque 
and the meter reads zero. If the current is slightly lagging, 
tho toratxe in a positive direction is Inoreased and the torque 
in the negative dlroction decreased with the result that the 
meter reads positively on Inductive load when tho phase rot­
ation is A£C. 
How let us oonsider what would happon if the phase 
soquenoe were reversed. The easiest wny to do this is to 
uso the same voctor diagram hut rotate vectors oloclor/ise instead 
of counter cloolo'/ise. It will "bo seen at onoe that the posi­
tion of all vectors Is just tho same as before hut now 
lags 120 degrees behind In other words the phase rotation 
is now ACB. For counter clockwise rotation of vectors 
ae 
a^A Isada and leads BsnQn. For olookwise rotation 
of veotors laga and I^ q  lags Bb«o"' 
onrrent be alightly lagging. The angle between and 
will inoreaae and thla element will prodnoe less and leaa 
poaitiTe torque as 1^  ^approaohea the 90 degree poaition. 
Daring this time however approaohea the 180 degree poaition 
and therefore this elonent proridea more &nd more negative tor« 
que whioh will be a maziimu& when ^ eo lags Z^ rtQn by 180 degreea. 
e^ reaultant torque ia therefore seen to be negative and the 
meter runa baolcwarda. 
How let na oonaider the importanoe of the foregoing 
faota and theory* let the third harmonio have phase rotation 
opposite to that of the fundamental. The fundamental ourrent 
and voltage then prodaoe positive rotation of the disk while 
the 3rd harmonio prodaoes negative rotation* The net result 
will depend upon the relotive values of ourrents, voltages, 
and phase displaoements* The largest error in the reaotive 
oomponent reading will ooour for loads whioh are only slightly 
inductive. The reason for this is olear when it is remembered 
that for non^ induotive load the meter reads eero. For very 
sntall angles of lag the net torque produced by the fundamental 
of ourrent and volta:e is almost aero bat sinoe the load 
reaotanoe to the third harmonio is three times its value for 
the fundamental the third harmonio of ourrent will lag its 
voltage by a muoh larger angle* Sinoe this prodaoes a 
negative torque, it is obvious that for small angles 
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(leas than flTe degrees) the meter may fail entirely to respond. 
This would be the oase tvhon the negative torque balanoes the 
positiye torque. The load is induotire l t the power factor 
as determined by the R«Z«7.A.E« meter end £*W«H* meter is unity. 
The question arises—would we be justified in 
stating that the error in the reading of the meter is 100^  
or two hundred per cent? The answer to this question depends 
upon our definition of "reaotire power". On page 269 of 
the April 1933 issue of Kleotrioal Engineering will be 
found in large blaok print the question} '•what is reaotire power?" 
This is a subject which is receiving much attention at the 
present time. Although many pages are devoted to the 
subjeot, the faot remains that the question is not answered. 
An answer to that question does not come under the title of 
this thesis. However, regardless of the many views of the 
subject, any satisfactory definition must be one which will 
maJco it possible to put reactive power on a dollars and 
cents basis* A certain amount of equipment is tied up, serving 
no useful purpose* A Mis of charges must be provided and 
apportioned which will provide interest on this investment. 
The amount of equipment in use depends upon the effeotive value 
of the ourrent. When harmonics are present the effective 
value of the current is the square root of the sum of the 
squares of the effective values of the harmonios* It does 
not depend upon the relative phase sequence of the harmonics 
and fundamental. 
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3. Heanlts and Blsouaslon* 
(a)« watt-boar Ueters. 
It was found that the phase rotation had no bearing 
on the reading whatever. LUcewise the displaoement between 
the fundamental and the hamonio had no effeot on the reading 
of the meter. Purthemore, the aoonraoy of the motor was 
very good under full load. At light lo.ida the aoouraoy was 
not as high as under load oonditions, the error running 
as high as six per oent. Set ourire sheet on page 44 for 
the distribution of these errors with the various loads. 
(b). R.K.V.A.H. Meters. 
Although the phase sequenoe has no bearing upon 
the operation and aoouraoy of the watt-hour meter it does 
hare a very deoided effeot upon the reading of a R.IC«7*A.B. 
meter. Hence, when suoh a metor is used to determine power 
faotor it will give results whioh are aoourate only when 
used upon a sine wave. This has now been shown to be true 
for the tranamission line considered in the appendix; it 
has been shown to be true experimentally In the laboratory 
by actually opplying a voltage wave containing a third 
harmonic of phase sequenoe opposite to that of the fundamental; 
finally a theoretical explanation has boon provided whioh 
mokes it possible to anticipate the aoouraoy of the meter and 
whioh cheoks experimental data. 
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TAfiL£ VIII 
Oalll)ration Data for Watt-Hour Meter on Sine ware 
Current 
9*3 
9.3 
9.3 
9.3 
9*3 
8.0 
8*0 
8.0 
8.0 
6*0 
7.06 
7.06 
7.06 
7.06 
7.06 
4.04 
4.04 
4.04 
4.04 
4.04 
True Watts watts read % Brror 
1840 
1628 
1832 
1823 
1812 
1680 
1680 
1672 
1680 
1670 
1428 
1412 
1404 
1408 
1388 
924 
920 
912 
912 
904 
1836 
1820 
1807 
1807 
1807 
1686 
1660 
1676 
1660 
1666 
1406 
1396 
1390 
1396 
1390 
930 
923 
923 
913 
911 
-•272 
-.438 
-1.360 
-1.160 
-.280 ATerage Error -.70 
-.316 
-1.267 
.190 
-1.900 
-.318 ATerage Error -.67 
-1.610 
-1.210 
-.997 
—. 923 
.144 ATerage Error -.92 
.660 
• 326 
1.206 
.110 
.774 ATerage Error .666 
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TABLE yill Oontlnaed 
1.83 390 393 *763 
1*83 390 390 .000 
I«83 386 393 1.816 
1.83 386 390 1.066 
1.83 386 384 -.618 Average Error .620 
1.09 214 216 .934 
1.09 210 214 1.906 
1.09 210 214 1.906 
1.09 212 216 1.416 
1.09 211 214 1.420 Average Error 1.610 
TABLE IT 
Calibration IMta for Watt-Uour Hater on Ifall load. (Ifon-Sinusoidal 
Wares) 
Current True Watts Watts Read Harmonio Brror 
9.4 ieB8 1881 0 -.383 
9.4 1800 1790 0 -.665 
9.4 1788 1775 0 -.787 
9*4 1778 1763 0 -.607 Average 
Krror 
9«4 1764 1766 0 ••.463 -.51 
9.4 1840 1840 80 .000 
9.4 idsa 1816 80 -.660 
9.4 1832 1817 80 -.817 
ATerage 
9.4 18S8 1817 80 -.608 Brror 
-.448 
9.4 1820 1817 80 -.166 
9.4 1840 1833 40 -.381 
9.4 1844 1844 40 .000 
9.4 1848 1830 40 -.975 
9.4 1848 1844 40 -.816 ATerage 
Error 
9.4 1840 1830 40 -.543 —.489 
9.4 1918 1913 60 .058 
9.4 1918 1890 60 —1.150 
9.4 1904 1896 60 -.480 
9.4 1912 1890 60 -1.150 Average 
Error 
9.4 1900 1890 60 -.530 *.656 
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7ABIE IX Contlnaed 
9^ 4 
9.4 
9.4 
9.4 
9.4 
9.4 
9.4 
9*4 
9.4 
9.4 
1868 
1872 
187S 
1872 
1880 
1628 
1848 
1832 
1828 
1832 
1832 
1040 
1833 
1840 
1833 
1764 
1764 
1764 
1764 
1770 
60 
80 
80 
80 
80 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
•1.93 
•1.71 
-2.62 
•1.71 ATorage 
Error 
»2t60 *2.09 
•3.49 
*4.56 
•3.71 
-3.50 Arerag* 
Brror 
-3.38 -3.72 
4B 
fAfilE Z 
Calibration Data for Watt-Hour Koter on Light load. (Ifon-sinasoidal 
Waros) 
Cnrront Tme Watte watte Read ^ Hannonio jferror 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
1*09 
1.09 
EOS 
201 
200 
200 
198 
209 
207 
207 
207 
3^ 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
9.46 
2.98 
3.60 
3«60 Arerag* 
Error 
2.53 3.20 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
210 
210 
208 
208 
208 
218 
221 
218 
217 
219 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
3.81 
6.23 
4.80 
4.32 ATtraga 
Error 
5.30 4.69 
1.08 
1.08 
1.08 
1.08 
1.08 
211 
211 
212 
212 
210 
223.6 
223.0 
223.6 
222.6 
223.6 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
6.93 
6.68 
5.43 
4.95 AYerag« 
Error 
6.43 S.68 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
1.07 
216 
214 
216 
214 
214 
227 
228 
228.5 
228 
227 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
6.48 
6.62 
5.80 
6.53 Areragi 
Error 
6.08 6.08 
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TABLE X Oontinned 
1.06 £17 226 00 4,15 
1.06 216 227 80 5,09 
1*06 217 228 QO 5.06 
1»06 218 226 80 3*66 AT«rag« 
Error 
1.06 217 226.6 80 4.37 4*47 
1.06 216 223 100 3.24 
1.06 214 224 100 4.47 
1.06 216 221*6 100 2*55 
1«06 216 226 100 4*17 ATarag* 
Error 
1.06 216 222*6 100 3.00 3.49 
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VI THE OPERATIOH OP IlfDUOTIOff MOTORS OH HON-SIHUSOIDAl 
WAVES 
1. 2nd Harmonio—Same fhaae Rotation. 
lasts wera mada on a Wastinghonsa Type C«W. 3 phasa, 
110 Tolt, 60 oyola, 4 pola» wocmd rotor, indaotion motor. 
A saoond harmonio waa obtained in the Toltaga waTa being applied 
to the motor by meana of a waatinghouaa typa 0«W« fraquanoy 
ohongar and three £ £»V.A. transformers oonneoted as shown 
in the diagram page fifty five. The freqaenoy ohonger was 
supplied at 60 oyoleo and gave out a voltage whose frequenoy 
was ISO oyoles per deoond. The transformer ratio was 4 to 
1 for eaoh transformer. The Toltage aoross the seoondary 
of eaoh transformer due to the 120 oyole souroe was 38 volts 
while the line voltage due to the 60 oyole soaroe was 115 volts. 
This gave a line voltoga due to the resultant wave of 132 
volts, the. harmonio being fifty seren par oent of the fund­
amental. Under these oonditions using the same phase rotation 
the motor had a no load spaed of 1800 r.p.m. In other words 
the motor operated at synohronous speed. However, it 
should be noted that under these oonditions the frequenoy 
of the rotor ourrent was 60 oyoles per aeoond instead of the 
usual three or four. (See osoillogram # 3, page 60) The 
affaotiva value of the rotor ourrent at no load was 7 * 8  
amperes aa oompared with .32 amperes when a sine wave of 
voltage was applied. The power required to operate the 
motor at no load was about two and a half times the amount 
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required when a sine wave was applied* 
£• Snd Bannonio—Opposite Phase Botation* 
In the Qoae of opposite phase rotation the rotor 
ourrent had a frequency of about 180 oyolea per seoond. 
Actually, of oourso the frequency was slightly less by the 
amonnt of the slip. The motor ran slower than its normal no 
load speed« There was also oonsiderable vibration end a 
slight tendency to growl# The power used was 64B watts, about 
four times the amonnt needed when a sine wave woe applied. 
The oscillogram (Ho«£ page 59) showed no low frequency com­
ponent in the rotor ourrent for the reason that the low 
frequency component wns of the order of one half ampere as 
compared with a current of 9«56 amperes. 
3. 2rd Harmonic—Same Phase notation. 
A third harmonic was obtained in the voltage v7ave 
supplied to the motor under test In the manner shown in 
the diagram on page fifty six. A wound rotor induction 
motor was driven at its rated speed and supplied with power 
from a 1£0 cycle 220 volt source. Sy driving it in the 
direction opposite to that which it would have if allowed to 
run as an induction motor, a source of 180 cycles was obtained. 
In this cose the magnitude of the third hnrmonio voltage 
insertod into the line was 23 volts. The fundamental was 
116 volts as before. This gcve a line voltage of 117 volts 
and a harmonic which was 34*5 per cent of the fundamental* 
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The power neoessary to operate the motor at no load was 
about one and one half times the anotint required for a sine 
ware* 
4. 3rd Rarmonio—'Opposite Phase Rotation. 
The operation of the motor for this oase was not 
maoh different from theone preoeding* However, the motor 
•ibrated more and had a rasping.sound, making sixty two 
of these per minute as timed by a stop watoh. This noise 
stopped immediately upon removing the third harmonio. 
5« Results end Disoussion. 
General results followed more logically the disoussion 
for the separate harmonios and hare therefore beon taken up 
in that manner. 
looking at film #4,page 61, it will be notioed that 
the rotor our rent frequenoy was 112i^  cyoles. For the same 
phase rotation this should be 1£0 oyoles if the frequenoy of 
the harmonio is exaotly 180 oyoles per seoond. The faot that 
it was ll&l oyoles may be aooounted for in a number of ways. 
If the frequenoy from the power house dropped say to 68, the 
frequenoy oonverter would deliver a voltage whose frequenoy 
was 116 oyoles. This would then be supplied to the stator of 
the wound rotor induotion motor whloh probably run at a slip 
oorrespondlng to £ oyolee or fifty six* Driving the motor in 
the opposite dlreotlon to that It would have if operated as an 
induotion motor would give a frequenoy of 172 oyolee per 
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seoond* When this is anppliod to the H«?* motor ueing 
the same phaae seqnenoe for the fundaaontal and harmonio 
the motor has extra driving torque bringing ita speed up 
to about 1800 r.p.m. This oorresponde to that it would 
have if the frequenoy were 60 <^ olee per seoond. Henoe 
tho frequenoy in the rotor would bo 178 zninua 60 or 112 
oyolea per seoond* 
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PlOm 
Bamber 
Watts 
Inimt 
Stator 
Current 
30 tor 
Carrent 
Line 
Volts 
phase 
Sequenoe 
Order of 
Harmonlo 
Per cent 
Harmonlo 
1-2 645 8. 7 9.55 132 Opposite ZrA 57 
3 490 7.8 7.5-8.5 132 Same 2nd 57 
4 2fi0 4.6 3.6-4.1 117 Same 3rd 34.5 
4 260 4.65 3.9-4.3 117 Opposite 3rd 34.5 
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VII APSISBDIZ 
1. Oaneral Sqaatlots. 
liha following aqaatioua give the values of oar* 
rent and voltage at any point on a transmisBion line when a 
Bine wave of voltage is applied at the sending end. 
where 
£ = Toltage at any distanoe 1 from the load. 
£ = Load voltage. 
2 = r -V jx 
Y g + 4b 
r s-Reaiatanoe in ohota per mile. 
x^ Baaotanoa in ohms par mile. 
g =^ Qondaotanoe in cohos per mile. 
b = Soaoeptanoe in inhoa per mile. 
Letting \/="V?Kand and rewriting the aqnationa 
in terms of hyperbolio fanotiona 
Eeooah V'i  ^lo U. ainh Vi 
IsI^ ooahV-i + ainh V-^  
Farther aimplifioation gives 
E •*- BTo 
JC ~ ^ Xp C Eo 
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where 
S=: Toltago at generator. 
Z s Current at generator. 
S=:Toltage at the load. 
I=Current at the load. 
B=^ U 8lnh Vl = b2+ 
0« l/iy Blnh jOg 
£• Oalottlation of Aoxillary Constants. 
These are the oonstants to be used in the fcrmnlae 
on the preceding poge. The results of these oaloulations 
will be grouped together in Table A. The transmission line 
data will be given first and following this the oaloulations 
will be made for the auxiliary constants for all h&rmonios 
inolading the fundamental* 
A. Transmission Line Data. 
Length- £50 miles 
frequenoy* 60 oyoles per seoond 
Voltage- £SO,000 volts 
K.W.A.- 76,000 
Siss of wire- 636,000 o.m. aluminum oable steel reinforoed 
Spaoing- equivalent 81' delta 
r =.147 ohms per mile. 
z««763 ohms per mile at 60 oyoles per seoond. 
b =5*4 mioro-mhos per mile at 60 oyoles per seoond. 
g = 0 
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B. Oaloulationsi. 
(a). yanflaaental. 
log z 9.8886246-10 
tan 02 = — log r = 9.1673173-10 
log tan 9^ = 0*7162072 
' " 8lO 6,= 9.9920861-10 
log s = 9.8904394-10 
©a = 79® 6* 40" 
log 7 r 4.7323938-10 
"< =r ooB 6^ 
e, - 90® 
2 
• » ay 2 log • =: 4.6228332-10 
2 e,+ 8y log • = 7.3114166-10 
2 0^  =169® 6* 40" 
0^  = 84® 32» 60" 
• 
log ooa 0^  a 8.9778394-10 
0 = f Bin 0 
• log Bin 0y = 9.9980303-10 
log M a 6.2892660-10 
log^  - 7.3094469-10 
360 log = 1.7681230 
log <5'=.9.0676699-10 
 ^a.00019466 radlana 
=.11683 degrees 
2 log u=6.1580466 
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8 
1. 
n 
log u = £.6790226 
2 ea= -10® 64» 20" 
- 6® 27» lO" 
2 log -^ ='4.6419644-10 
log -i-.=7.4209777-10 
P'379,3l-6°27«10'' 
•^ •0026l»°g^ ' 
log^  = 
log 1 = 
10gc>( 1 = 
log ft 1 •-
o^l = 
iS'l-. 
log OOBh 0^ 1 = 
log B'.inh ^ r/ = 
log 008 -
log sin P/ = 
log 008hY I 008 (61 -
log 8inho< I Bin tSl -
log ooahV'Bin -
log Blnh'</ 008 f3( = 
6.2692660-10 
2.3979400 
8.6671960-10 
1.4666099 
0.046663 
29® 12» 33" 
0.000614 
6.678268-10 
9.9409402-10 
9.6684079-10 
9.9414642-10 
8.3666669-10 
9.6690219-10 
8.6191982-10 
log 
log ag 
.87369 
ag-= .023263 
S=8lnh71 D3=B B=l);|^4-4b2 
S°^ Binh Tl«^  8lnfaVfoo8l3( + jooBh V f sin 1 
log tanfl*^ log Q08h<v/8ln(5/ - log 8inhv/oo8i^ / 
1.0698237 
log 008 6.9266666-10 a-^ 6" 8' O" «5 
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log a^ l^og 8lnh Vl=log 8inh^ fooa^ |-log oos 6^  
=9.6906116-10 
log U ainh Tl» log 2.2696S44 
B = 186.05 l79° 40« 50" 
1)^ =: 32.229 log 008 9.2531831-10 
bg »183.04 log B = 2.2696344 
log b^ =:: 1.6228176 
0= -r !«•-
log 0 - log 8 - log n 
=7.1116988-10 
0 = .001293 190^  36' 10" 
log 8in 6^ - 9.9929175-10 
log B = 2.2696344 
log 2.2625519 
log 008 80=8.0096497-10 
log 0 = 7.1115988-10 
log 0^ = 5.1214485-10 
0^ = -.000013237 
log 8in 9.9999773-10 
log 0 = 7.1115908-10 
log 02=7.1.115761-10 
Og = .0012929 
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(b)« grd Haraonio^  
rn *147 ohms per mile. 
Zs2,289 ohnB per mile. 
b-16.2 X 10**^  mhos per mile, 
g • 0 
log z .4608978 
log r - 9.1673173-10 
log tan e,« 1,2936806 
log sin 9g rr 9«9994392- 10 
Z - a.eaa/BT" 8' W , , 0.4614B86 
6^ =, 87® 6' 20'* 
log y 6.2095160-10 
ey».90° 
«y 2 log T =: 6.6709736-10 
2 0g+ dy log • = 7.8364868-10 
2 0^= 177® 6» 20" 
=• OOB , 88° 32* 40" 
ytf =• 8ln 0y log 008 0^ =8.4048694-10 
log Bin 0^  ^9.9998698-10 
log  ^ 6.2403462-10 
log ^  r 7.8363466-10 
log - 1.7681230 
log 9.6934696-10 
8 e„=o,-e, 
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cv = .00017391 
"^=.39211 
n^ -~ 2 log a = fi. 2519436 
log a = 2.6259718 
® ' Sq^-I® 27* 20" ,002366/1*^ 27«20' 
2 log -i.= 4.7460664-10  ^
tt 
log — 7.3740282-10  ^ 7S/-1®27» 20" 
log V = 6.2403462-10 
log 1 = 2.3979400 
log 1-8.6382862-10 
log^  1=1.9914096 
<v 1 ^ 0.04348 
1 => 98*041 ddgraes 
log 008h «( 1« 0.000409 
log Bish « 1^ 8.6386020-10 
log OOB fi 1=^ -9.1436653-10 
log Bin P 1 = 9.9957528-10 
log ooBh «(1 008 ^  1-9.1439643-10 s log 
log 8lnh<rl Bin /9 1 8.6343548-10 « log 
log ooBh«iri Bin ^  1 9.9i#61618-10 -.1393 
log Blnh'Vl 008 P 1 =-7.7821573-10 Bg - .043088 
B=US = l>j-f- Jbg S ? BlnhK/*8lnh<r/ooB^ 1 + joo8h<f8ln3 / 
8 = -.0060656+ J. 9912 
P ^  422.6147 4- 310.69768 
B 8.04436 J 418.8309 
 ^s .002365 +3.0000698716 
S = *.0060666 + 3.9912 
0 - -is =» - .00007419 + 3.0023438266 
(o) • 6th Harmonlo. 
r := .147 ohms por mile. 
X ^3.816 ohms p«r mile. 
 ^= 27.0 z lO"^  mho0 per mila. 
8 = 0 
log X = .6814945 
log r = 9.1673173-10 
n = JL ^ log tan e_-1.4141772 
8ln 0 * 
log Bin 8 .^9.9996782-10 
log I .6818163 
9^  ^87® 47' 40" 
log y= 6.4313638-10 
®y=90® 
2 log • 6.0131801-10 
log 7 = 8.0066900-10 
2 0^ -177® 47» 40" 
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bi=r 8.04436 
bo ==418.8309 
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T®- 17 
8 O7 — ®l 
<=< -r oot By 
 ^ Bin By 
8^ =88® §3» 60" 
log OOB 8.S843386-10 
log sin 9^  9.9999196-10 
log ^  ^  6.2909£86-10 
log 3 = 8.0065096-10 
log = 1.7681820 S Ti 
log p' - 9.7646326-10 
:: 0.0001964 
0.6816 d9gr«« 
2 I tt = — 
y 
•ixiiw-' n y 
« M • 
8 log a 5.1604685 
log a r. 2.5762262 
8 eQ--8® 12* SO" 
8^ -^l® 6* 10" 
8 log 4.8496476-10 
leg =^ 7.4847737-10 
 ^a 
P-376.3/-l**6«101 
-^ r.008669/1^ 6'10' 
log c( 6^.8909886-10 
log 1 -8.3979400 
logfl :r 8.6888686-10 
logS'l = 8.1626786 
«( 1 = 0.04885 
P' 1 ^  146.4 degrooB 
log OOBh <T 1 = 0.0005210 
log ainiiYl s 8.6903700-10 
log 008 Bis 9.9046168-10 negative 
log Bin 13 1 =: 9.7764101-10 
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log aji-log oci8li«tl 008^ f =9.9051578-10 n«gatiye 
log a£-log 8inho(18in^ /= 8.4667801-10 
•1= -.80378 
- .089227 
3 =3inhW= elnli<</ooa/9/ +5 ooBh^ lniafil 
3^  -«0393 + j ,6969 -9.68 
876.83- i 7«g238 bfi 886.4 
US= - 9.68 4 j 886.4 
.008668 4 5 .000061 
a'-.0393  ^j .6969 ©i - -. 0001349 
0 «~8= -.0001349 + j .001684 .001686 
U 
(A) 7th Harmonlo* 
rs'«147 ohne per mile. 
x-6.34 ohos per mile. 
37.8 z 10"^  nihos per mile. 
g^O 
log X .7876413 
log r=^  9.1673173-10 
log ton ej,-=l.6602240 
log Bin 9.9998359-10 
log 8 = .7277064 
0.= 88° 86» 30" 
u 
log 7 • 6.6774918-10 
0y - 90® 
8 log V= 6.3061972-10 
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log V = 8.1525986-10 
2 6^  = 178° 26* 30" 
= 89° 12* 45»* 
log 008 0^= 8.1388796-10 
log Bin 9•9999688-10 
log « = 6.2914781-10 
log ^  = 6.1C26674-10 
aog 21^  r= 1.7581230 
BIT 
loSfi' ^  9.9106804-10 
o< = 0.00019565 
/9* -0.8141 
log I = 2.3979400 
logflii « 8.6894181-10 
log fi'l » £.3086204 
c=f y - 0.048912 
ji 
p\ £03.53 degreet) 
log ooehoil = 0.000621 
log Blnh^ /" 8.690370-10 
log Qoa^l » 9.9628878-10 nogatlTo 
log bin/81 = 9.601£803-10 negative 
log log ooBh«</oos/?/ = 9.9628088-10 negative 
log fig-log Binhoi/sinytf/ = 8.£916503-10 negative 
=• -.91793 
Qg = -.019573 
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log alnho^ /oOByS/ 8.G626678-10 
log 008ha</8in^ / -9.6018013-10 
alnh e^ /ooB^ / - -.04494 
QOBhc{l Bin (51 -.59976 
S=8lnh Yl- -.0449 +4 
8 - 8 log TX - 6.1502136 
a * -a— 
 ^ log n - 2.57B3068 
2 8a- e,- 9y J, _^o 34, 30, tr -8T6.9 |-0° *7' IB" 
8^ =^  0® 47* 15« T 
-^ =.00866 I0<^  47» 16" 
B» Ua= -14.8150.8 ^ 
£ log >^ 4.8497864-10 
log -J-- 7.4248932-10 
0 « -J-3 ' 03^ + i Og^  -.0001316 + J .00106164 
(0). 9th Harmonio. 
rer,i47 ohms par mile. 
X a 6.87 ohma par mile. 
••A 
h«48.6 X 10 ohoa par mlla. 
8-0 
log z 0.8369667 
log r = 9.1673173-10 
log tan ©g=: 1.6696394 
log sin 6j| =9.9999007-10 
log a  ^0.8370660 
ejj = 88® 46' 30" 
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log 7 6.6866363-10 
9y = 90® 
Z log y ^ 6.6236923-10 
log V - 8.8618461-10 
2 » 176® 46» 30" 
9y = 89® 23» le" 
log 008 8^ 8.0299588-10 
log Bin 0^-9.99^9751-10 
log K  ^6.2918049-10 
log fi * 8.2618212*10 
log 1^  - 1.7581230 
10g/d*» 0.0199442 
o( 0.00019661 
*^- 1.047 degreoB 
log I * 2.3979400 
log « 8.6897449-10 
losfil ' Pm4178842 
e^ /s 0.048949 
261.75 degreea 
log ooeho</ ''0.0005210 
log 8inh o^ /» 8.6903700-10 
log 008 9.1668296-10 negative 
log 8in^/' 9.9954822-10 negative 
log a^'log oo8h«^ ( 008/^/ -9.1573506-10 negative 
log ag=log 8inhe^/aln^/ - 8.6858522-10 negative 
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a^ =-.14367 
a2=-.048612 
2 log a = 6a504197 
log u = 2.6762098 U = 376 1-0® 36» 46" 
 ^ • ' Ml 
2 13* 30" 
e^ =-0® 36 • 46" 
log aii]ho(/ooB^ / =7.8471996-10 negative 
log QOBh^ lBtnSI -9*9960032-10 
Blnhor/oo8 (31 --,0070339 
008h<v f Bin (5 i -0.99084 
S-sinh VI =-.007-1-4.9^08 
B= US -1.28 4 J 372 
2 log -^ -4.8496803-10 
XI 
log -.-7.4247901-10 
b^ '-l.Ee 
bg ' 372 
002669 |0° 36* 46" =,002669 ^ J.000028 
S 0||^  4 jog * ** • 0000463 "t" 4.00263 
(1). llth Harmonic 
r» ,147 ohme per mile. 
x-8.4 ohms per mile. 
—6 b69,4 X 10 aho8 per mile 
g = 0 
log ac *0.9242793 
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log r « 9,1673173-10 
log tan 0gs 1.7669680 
log Bin 9,s 9.9999336-10 
log 8 = 0.9843460 
0g = 08® 69» 60" 
log 7 6.7737864-10 
8 log • 6.6981388-10 
log T ^  8.3490661-10 
8 178® 69» 60" 
«s 09® 89• 66" 
log 008 0^ = 7.9438479-10 
log ai& Qys 9.9999833-10 
log 6.8983140-10 
log jS a 8.3490494-10 
log 1^ e 1.7681830 
logj9'= 0.1071784 
H = 0.00019608 
=1.8799 degrees 
log I = 8.3979400 
logc^  { = 8.6908640-10 
logp'j « 8.6061184 
I = 0.049006 
P'I =319.17 degrees 
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log Qoshsf/»0.0006210 
log Binh'^ I ==8.6903700-10 
log qobP I 9^.8164864-10 
log 8in/3 I = 9.8788748-10 
log a^ ss log ooehf / oob/J/ ==9.8160064-10 
log log Biah'fl 8iii^ /= 8.6692448-10 negatlvo 
a^ a. 6646 
037089 
2 log a:= 6.1606694 
log 2.6762797 U«376 /-0° 20' 6" 
« .002669 /0^ 30* 6 
0^ B-OO 80* 6" 
log einhH I GOB /3/s8« 6068664-10 
log oobW I ain/3|=:9.8793968-10 
Binhfl ooa/9/s 0.032062 
008h«r I Blnfi I 0.76762 
S = Blnh VI = .032062 + J.76762 
Bs US =• 14.48 + j 283.9 
0 « -jS .0000676 + j.0020174 
14.48 
0 283« 9 
.0000676 
Og=; .0020174 
3. TABLE A 
Auxiliary Constants Heoessary for Transmission line Caloalations. 
Hamcnio a^  a^  Og 
1 .874 .023 33.3 183 -.000011 .001293 
3 -.1393 .043088 8.044 418.83 -.0000419 .0023396 
5 -•80378 .029E27 -9.58 225.4 -.0001349 .001584 
7 -•91793 -.019673 -14.8 150.2 -.0001316 .00106164 
9 -.14367 -.048512 1.28 372 -.0000463 .00263 
11 • 6546 -.03709 14.48 283.9 .0000675 .0020174 
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4* i}an^ lo Oaloalations for a Sine Wave applied 
to a 260 Mile Traasmlasion Line. 
OiTen: 
Constant load Toltage (line to neutral) 187,020 volta, 
and load current 197 amperes. To find Eg and Ig. 
(a). Unity Power Jaotor. 
1^ 0 S = ASq + BIQ 
Bo-187,020 +JO 
Ij^ -197 + JO 
As=a,+ Jao= .874 + J ,023 
From Table A. 
Bebj +Jb2 e 33,3 +J183 
K •(.874+ J.023) (127,020+JO) + (33,3 + J183) {197 + JO) 
15 ==117,660 +J38930 
I OBo 
10^ 197 + JO 
A= .874 + J.023 
Bo=: 127,020 +JO 
0 o OnL + J0£ « -• 000011 J.001293 
1 s (.874+ J.023) (197+ JO) +(-.000011+ J.001893) (127,020+ JO) 
I =170.4 +J168.5 
(b) * power gaotor .86 lagp;ing. 
 ^80^ 27,020 +JO 
IO»197(.86-J.632)= 167.5«J106 
Bs:(.874+J.02;5) (127,020+JO) + (33.3+ J183) (167.6-J106) 
B =^ 136,600+J30,130 
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Io=167,6-5106 
I = (.874 + j.022) (167.6-J105) +• (».000011 + j,001293) (127,OfiO-fjO) 
I r 147.4+ j77.3 
Ooapleto data for Talnos of load ourront ranging from aero 
to full load will be found in Table I. 
(o)« No Load Voltage at ReoeivinR iaid of line* 
Aaeuming that the generator voltage is adjusted 
to give normal rated load voltage at *85 power faotor 
lagf»ing, the no load voltarre at tho reoeiving end will be 
oaloulatod. 
B-ABq+BIO 
138,700= Eo f.074 +j.023)^ -BIo 
For Iq- 0 
i^ Qt^ QO +iO „ 158,600-3,4180 
® .874 + 3.023 
Bo=:168,700 VOltB 
Eo max = 3.28,700 x 1.41»224,100 volte. 
5. A Hon-harmonio Wave (aa it originates at generator.) 
The following wave whose effective value at the 
generator ie the eaae aa that of the sine wave previously 
considered, namely 138,700 volts will now be applied to 
the line. 
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195,000 ain 8 
+16,000 Bin (3 0 - 17.2°) 
+ 8,000 sin (5 9 - 160®) 
+6,000 ain (7 e - 10°) 
+ 3,000 ain (9 0 146°) 
+ 700 Bin (11 0 • £06®) 
6* Caloulationa for Voltage «Vave Equation at 
Kaoeiving £nd on Open Clrouit. 
S -t-BIo yalaea of A from Table A* 
yorl„-0 Bo—f-
Ih 
lis. 
(a). yarldamental. 
196,000 
0 .874 J.023 
Ko'^ 2£3,000 - ^ 6,380 «823,600 /"1.6^  
(b) • 3rd Hanaonio. 
2 16.000(-.1393 - j.0433) 
° .0812 
103,400 /'•162.80 
(o). 6th Harraonio. 
E : a.ooo(-.Boa8 - 3.0292) 
° .6468 
IM BO"-9 ,960 - J 362-9,960 /-177.9° 
(d). 7th Harmonio. 
B - 6.000(».91793 3*01967) 
B7 0 ,84036 
Bo » -6,666 5 117.3 -6,666 /l79° 
8S 
(o) • 9th Hanaonlo. 
B r 3>Q00(-.14367 + i.048512) 
® .02296 
-18,750 4-J 6,340- 19,800 [161.4* 
(f). 11th Harmonlo. 
B - 700(.6646 j.03709) 
® .42937 
Bo -1,070 +3 60.3 -1,070 ( 3.83^  
'*0 
*0 
The above valaea of r^e maxinnm valaea. 
7* Hqaatlon of the Voltage Ware at Reoeiving End 
of line on Open Oiroult. 
From the data obtained In (6) and the equation 
of the original ware from (6) the equation of the £*II.F. 
wave at the load la readily determined to be: 
00« 223,500 aln (d - 1.6®) 
4-103,400 sin (3 0 - 180®) 
+ 9,960 Bin (6 0 - 337.9®) 
4- 6,665 Bin (7 e 4 169^ ) 
419,800 Bin (9 0 4. 306.4®) 
4 1,070 Bin (11 0 - 201.77®) 
The effeotlTe value of this wave la 176,600 voltB. 
8. Ramonlo Load Ourrent and load Voltage Calonlatlons. 
{Tq and Xq same as for aine wave applied.) 
Iq q^ for any harmonlo. 
E •'A1:o4-
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S " AI^ lS- + BI_ All Taluea of A and B taken from 
® ® ® Table A, 
I^ (AZo + B)- S 
All yalaea of B talcen from equation 
B E in Part (6). 
® AZo + B 
The abore aquations will now be aaed to determine all 
hcrmonioa of load oarrent and load voltage and all phase 
relations. 
(a), ynndamental. 
hx. lo-
196,000 f-JO 
(.874 4-^ ,023) (6B0+-5338) +(33.3 +J183) 
Iq- 198.5 - il92.B'^276 I "AA, 3^ 
2o«^ 646 
io-876 sin (0 - 44.3®) 
0^  ©o-178,600 Bin (8 - IB.3®) 
(b) 3rd Harmonio. 
/Eg 2o - 660 + 41,014 «1,160 /61.4^  
J  ^16,000+^ 0 
® " (-.1393+ J.04B) (660+J1.014) + (8.47+j488) 
lo = -16.86 -J 43.3 « 46.3 I -110.1® 
i^  = 46.3 8in (3 8 - 127.3®) 
•o =• 68,800 ain (3 9 - 66.9®) Bg 6&,Z00 /-48.7® 
(o) 6th Harmonio. 
/Bb 2©''660 +4 1,690= 1,776 ln*9^  
Q.ooo-^ io 
® (-.803+5.089) (650 +jl,690) +(-9.58 + j 886.4) 
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Io'-2.66+j 6.92=6.43 /ll4.1° 
6.48 Bin (6 9 - 46.9^ ) 
•o-11,600 Bin (6 0 + 260) ^^  -'11,600 I 186** 
(d). 7th Harmonio. 
Zo= 660 + 4 2,376 = 2,436 /76.9° 
6.000+30 Iq 
(-.918 - 3.0196) (660+ 3 2,376)+ (-14.8 + 3 160.2) 
Io«-..646+ 3 2.70 2.86 /103.1° 
io-2.86 Bin (7 0 + 93.10) 
Bo-6,960 Bin (7 0 + 170°) nax" /iBpo 
(•) 9th Harmonio* 
Zp= 860 4 3 3,060-^3,100 
I 3.00Q-* .10 
(-.1437 - 3.0486) (660 + 3 3,060)^ (1.28 + 3 372) 
I5-.934 + 3 6.28-6.34 /81.6° 
ig" 6.34 Bin (9 0 +226.6®) 
•o- 19,700 Bin (9 9 + 306.3®) Bq /161.3® 
(f). 11th Harmonio. 
Zq- 660 + 3 3,730 » 3,740 /81.6® 
J 700 + 30 
® (.6646 - 3.0371) (660 +-3 3,730) +(14.48 + 3 283.9) 
Io= .0473 - 3.2495^ .2646 /-79.3® 
.2646 Bin (11 9 - 2U4.3®) 
00= 953 Bin (11 9 - 202.8®) Bq nax" 
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9. Bquatione fcr Voltage and Current at Rsoeivlng 
End tinder ?all Load* (Iq"-198 amperea) 
178,600 Bin (0 - 12.3°) 
+ 62,200 ain (3 0 - 66,9®) 
+11,600 ain (6 0 + 26®) 
+ 6,960 aln (7 0-^ 170°) 
+ 19,700 aln (9 0 + 306,3®) 
+ 963 aln (11 0 - 202,8®) 
/~2 2 
®o eff .^ •^*•^ 318 f' 
1.41 
132,600 TOlta. 
1^ = 276 ain (0 - 44.3®) 
+ 46.3 ain (3 0 - 127.3°) 
+ 6.48 ain (6 0 - 46.3°) 
+ 2.86 aln (7 0 4-93.1®) 
4 6.34 sin (9 0 i 226.6®) 
+ .264 Bin (11 0 - 284.3®) 
0^ eff.^ l^m 
1.41 
s198 amperea 
The effootlTe voltage at tho load is: 
.707 ^178,600^ +62,200^ 411,600^ +6,960^ +19,70cf+963^  
-132,600 irolta. 
10. Oonerator Current Oaloulationa for Pull load 
at Snd of line. 
Harlng obtained the sxixirmtQ yaluea of all harmonioa 
of ourrent and yoltcgo rxt the load and the angles ahowlng 
their phase relation In (9) we con now prooeod to obtain 
the ourrent at the generator. Sinao these data are to be 
uaed for Table II to obtain the po7/er oontrlbuted by eaoh 
of the harmonies we will now deal with effeotlve values. 
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All Talaes of BQ and Uttou in the following oaloolations 
are taken from part (9) and reduced to effeotive values. 
The complex numbers A and C are taken direotly from Table A. 
I «AIo+OBo 
(a)* Fundamental. 
I «(.874 +4,0£3)(140.6 - jlSC) +{-.000011 v001292)(123,200-j26.90C 
I «169.18 166 
(b) • 3rd Barmonio. 
I «= (-.1393 + 3.043088) (-11.2-430.6) (-.0000766 +4.0023396) 
(24,400 - 427,700) 
I - 66.84 +4 62.88-191 
(o) 6th Harmonio. 
1 = (-.80378 +4.029227)(-1.87 4 4 4.18) 4. (-.0001349 +-4.001684) 
(-8,090 + 4 860) 
I«1.123 - 4 16.349^  16.4 
(d) 7th Harmonio. 
I-(-.91793 - 4.019673) (-.466 +4 1.966) +(-.0001316 4-4.00106164) 
(-4,920+-40) 
I:. 1.0966 - 4 7.016-|7.1j 
(e) 9th Hanoonio. 
I -(-.14367 - 4*048612)(.60 44 4.43) 4 (-.0000463 +4.00263) 
(-13,200 + 44,470) 
I»-11.0 - 436.67» 37.3 
(f) 11th Harmonio. 
I«'(.6646 - 4.03709) (.0336 - 4.1766) +(.0000676+4.0020174) 
(6764 4 26.9) 
I = -.00623 +4 1.363« 1.36 
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The foregoing oalonlations were based upon an effeotive 
•oltage at the generator of 138,700 volte. 
I« ||l65^ +91^ <-16.4S 7.1^ + 37.3%1.36^  
I - 192.6 amperea. 
11* Bo Load Generator Current and power Caloulationa. 
B "ABq"!" BI^  Io*^  0 
I -AIq+OE,j 
I 
(a) Fundamental. 
J a tno.ooo vjo)(-.000011 4-3*001292) 
/„ " .874 4-^ .023 
 ^I =2.48 +4 147 I --147 ainpa. 
E «110.000 4-30 
p ^ 273,000 watta 
:=273 £.W. 
(b) 3rd Harmonio. 
lli. 
J , 8.400f«,0000766 002339) 
-.1393 +• 3.043 
1-44 - 3127.7 I '136 ampa. 
B ^ 8^.400 H-30 
P " 370,000 watte 
-370 K.W. 
(o) 6th Harmonio* 
I, 4.620(-.0001349 4-3.001684) 
-.8038 + 3.02923 
X«1.076 - 3 8.86 I-'8.92 ampa. 
B^ 4.620 4-30 
5 = 4,870 Watta 
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(d) 7th Harmonio. 
J _ 3.590(-».0001316 -l-i.OQloe) 
-•918 - J.0196 
I • .4 - i 3.98 I«3.94 amps. 
B » 3.390 -fr JO 
P " 1,365 watta 
• 1.366 K.W. 
( a )  9th Harmonio. 
 ^ 1.696(-.0000463 4 3.00263) 
-•144 - j.048S 
1 "«8.9 - J 28*1 I «'29«43 amps. 
E •'1.696+ jO 
-16,100 watts 
«-16.1 X.Vf, 
(f) nth Horioonlo. 
396( .0000676 4 j.00802) 
.6646 - J.0371 
I«-.0286 4-j 1.223 1 -1.22 ampa. 
E »396 • 30 
P^  -11.3 watta 
»-.0113 K.W. 
Total power at no load" 273 *-370 +4.87+-1.36 416.1 +.0113 
^^ 634.11 K.W. 
1= 4^7^ +136^ +8.92^ 4 3.94'^ + 29.43^ f 1.22^  
=202 amperea (efXeotive value of oarrent at tho generator 
at no load) 
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£ = 000+8,400^ + 4,620% 3,390^  1,695'^ + 396^  
=111,000 volte (•ffeotlve value of voltage at the generator 
at no load) 
18. LAd power CalOQlatlone. (1^  eff. ~ amperes) 
Let e sin (0 sin (3 
4- +Bq sin (n 0 4-^n) 
and 1 sin (0 4- cf,) +I3 sin (3 0+c&) 
. 41,^  sin (n 0^ c^ r^  
X S X 
Then p s — ——— qqs 4) g oos (^ 3 "<^ 3) 
Bn^ n 
008 
wherecTand ^ may be either positive or negative. 
Uaxlnnun valaes of and Iq are taken from Part (9). 
 ^, 178,^ 0 X 876 330 ^68,200 x 46,3 ,^ ^^ 0 
 ^11,600^ X 6.48  ^0,960 X  8.86 ^^ ^^ o 
1^9.700^ x 6.34 ,,^ 30 ^  9S3 x .864 g^ ^^ o 
P» 80,900 4-677 4.11.6 +8.84 4-11.06 +.0177-81,608 K . W .  
13. l}etermlnatlon of Reaotlve Power. 
The reading of theR.K.V.A.H. meter divided by 
the time In hoars will be 
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Xi , . £<zX% , 
—2—" +—2 8in 
r 
•¥ Bin (j>n- Ofl) 
This ia the ao oalled reaotlTe power aa would he 
determined from a R.K.V.A.B. meter reading after dividing 
by the time* It ia not the reaotive power aooording to the 
A•!.£•£• definition. Moximam Taluea of Eq and Iq and phaae 
anglea will be taken from fort (9). 
p  ^17Q«S X £76 X #6899  ^ BZ,2 x 46.3 x .878 , 6.48 x 11.5 x .9906 
' £ e 8 
 ^6.96 X 2.86 X 9.74  ^19.7 X 6.34 x .9842  ^.963 x .864 x .989 
2 S 2 
Py'='13,060 +1,060+35.6 <-9*65 4-62.2 + .12 =-14,217 K.V.A. 
14. Power Paotor as Measured bjr the Power company. 
Tan 9 ia found on the oaaumption of sine waTea. 
Henoe Tan 9 - . 601 
K.W. 21,602 
Trom a table of trigonometrio funotlona 
008 9 *•7601. 
Thia la the power faotor moaaureU at the load whioh 
tho power oompany would find from their meaQuremento and 
upon whioh their rate atruoturea would be baaed. 
16. Power faotor aooording to A.l.B.E. Definition. 
Power faotor =r52S2JB2225 e s. .82 
Apparent power 26,260 
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where SI,602 £«W« la the power found in (12) and 26,260 
K*V.A« is the apparent power found by maltiplylxig the r.m.s* 
Talae of the load voltage by the r.m.s. value of the load 
current and dividing by one thousand. 
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VIII SUimART 
From the results of this ronearch a niuaher of facts 
have beon ohown to exist. 
1. On a typical 250 mile, 220,000 volt transmission 
line built to present standards of good practise it has 
been ohown: 
A. That an e.o.f. wave containing a third 
harmonic will contain a third harmoniQ 
upon reaching the end of the line tender no 
load conditions, 
B. That oven undor full load conditions the 3rd 
harmonic contcnt of the wave at the end of 
the lino is 295^  of the fundamental. 
C. The power factor at the generator at full load 
(according to the definition of power factor in 
the A.I.E.E. standards) is .848 for a wave 
containing haroonion compared with ,96 for 
a purely sinnsoidal wave. 
D. The power factor at the load (according to 
A.I.E.E. definition) is .82. but the power 
factor as determined by the power companies 
measuring instruments is .75. 
2. Methods of Metering. 
A. The present method of using a phase shifting 
transformer to obtain the ninety degree relation 
necessary for measurement of reactive pov/er Is 
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totally Tinralia'blo when used on naves con­
taining harmonics. 
B. Watt-hoxir neters are snTjJsot to error when 
nsed on non-sinnsoldal waves. 
An e.m.f. wave containing harmonics was applied 
to an induction motor and the following facts 
were determined: 
A. An nth harmonic in the e. m.f, wave will 
produce a harmonic of ctirrent in the rotor 
oirouit whose froq.uency is fj. f( n - 1 ) e 
where f^ , frequency of rotor curront 
f frequency of applied e.m.f. 
8 slip expressed in cycles per 
second and considered pvTsitlve 
when the motor runs at sub-synchronous 
speed. 
B. A harmonic of opposite phase sequence caused 
the motor to vibrato and make a periodic 
raoping sound. 
C. The rotor current at no load for e.m.f. 
containing a ZT/f* 2nd harmonic was twenty times 
the value measured when a sine wave was used. 
D Tho wattmeter reading for the second harmonic 
was about threo timos the no load reading for 
a sine wave. 
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